CENTRAL BUCKS SCHOOL DISTRICT
Finance Committee
Meeting Minutes
June 21, 2017

Committee Members Present
Mr. Glenn Schloeffel, Chairperson
Mrs. Beth Darcy, Member
Mr. Paul Faulkner, Member

Mr. Dave Matyas, Business Administrator
Mrs. Susan Vincent, Director of Finance
Committee Members Not Present
Dr. Jerel Wohl, Member

Others in Attendance
Mrs. Sharon Collopy, Board Member
Dr. Scott Davidheiser, Assistant Superintendent
Mr. Ken Rodemer, Assistant Director of Operations
The meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m. by Mr. Schloeffel
PUBLIC COMMENT
There was no public comment.
REVIEW OF MEETING NOTES
The May 17, 2017 Finance Committee Meeting minutes were reviewed and approved without changes.

INFORMATION/ DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEMS
Review of Financial Information Items ‐ The finance information reports were reviewed, beginning with
the treasurer’s report and investment report. Mrs. Vincent began with a summary of disbursements and
cash receipts for the month of May.
Mr. Schloeffel asked if the facilities use fees collected were an aggregate amount. Mrs. Vincent
explained that they were the monthly fees collected. Mr. Matyas noted that the district receives about
$400,000 per year in facilities use fees.
Mr. Schloeffel asked for an explanation of what “Contributions” were. Mrs. Vincent explained that
“Contributions” are monies from groups such as Home & School. Mrs. Darcy commented that when she
was involved with Doyle Home & School they would ask the district to make specific purchases because
of their ability to get discounts. Home & School would then write a check to the district to cover the cost
of whatever item was purchased. Mrs. Vincent noted that there are several different groups other than
Home & School that submit items for “Contributions”, and she will supply the committee with more
detail. Post Meeting Follow Up: The detail of “Contributions” receipts show that monies were received
from PTO Groups to pay for field trips, from Student Groups, and from C.B. Cares for various gift items
for schools. Please note that a more detailed gift report is provided to the Board annually in September.
The report shows a listing of gift items received in each school from various sources during the past
school year.
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Mr. Schloeffel asked if EIT was tracked on a monthly basis. Mrs. Vincent referred to the Revenue
Summary, where the EIT projection for the year is listed. The projection shows that the district will be
close to a million dollars over budget. Keystone supplies the district with a monthly report, detailing the
revenues transferred to the district account. Mr. Matyas commented that there is a lot of variability
from month to month. Mrs. Vincent also noted that historically May tends to be a large amount.
Mr. Schloeffel asked for more detail regarding the “Tuition for Community School”. Mrs. Vincent
explained that it is the child care fees collected monthly for the Before and After School Care program.
Mr. Faulkner asked if May’s fees were high because summer program tuitions were collected. Mr.
Matyas noted that May did include fees collected for summer programs including summer sports camps
and band camps.
Mr. Schloeffel requested detail regarding “Other Receipts” and “Investments Matured”. Mrs. Vincent
explained that they were General Fund monies placed in various money market accounts for interest
rates and diversity. As those monies are needed to fund Payroll and Accounts Payable, they are
transferred from the money market accounts into the district General Fund account at TD Bank. Mr.
Schloeffel asked if the Offsets are fees associated with the money transfer to which Mrs. Vincent
responded no, the Offsets are from other sources. Mrs. Vincent will research and supply the committee
with more detail of what is getting coded to the offset line. Post Meeting Follow Up: The items coded to
the Offsets to Expenditures include payments for health insurance, quarterly reconciliation credits from
district providers of dental insurance, workers comp insurance, and/or prescription insurance, jury duty
monies received to offset jury duty absences, rebates from PECO for the energy conservation program,
and other miscellaneous items that offset specific expenditures. All the receipts in this category are
coded as credits against various expenditure lines.
Mrs. Vincent offered details regarding disbursements, including General Fund disbursements, electronic
payments and check runs. Mr. Schloeffel inquired about a voided check for $40,000. Mrs. Vincent
explained that it could be several different things including a summary amount of several checks, not
just one voided check. It could also be a case where the printer jams and checks need to be voided and
rerun. She will verify and report back to the committee. Post Meeting Follow Up: A review of voided
checks indicate that there were nine checks voided totaling $40,000. A check payable to Crown Castle for
$36,000 was voided due to an error in the vendor address. There were smaller checks voided due to
checks getting lost and reissued, and one check that was stale and had to be reissued.
Mrs. Vincent noted details for the Capital check runs, the summary of Food Service receipts and
disbursements, and the total monies in all funds currently in the bank. The report also includes the
current balance for each fund. Mr. Schloeffel asked that it be called to the committee’s attention if there
are any changes to the enhanced treasury report. Mr. Matyas noted that there were no changes.
Mrs. Vincent reviewed the summary of the Capital account activity, noting that a couple of accounts are
moving negatively because the district has started encumbering ahead for commitments for work to be
done this summer. On July 1 when monies are transferred into those accounts they will be back in a
positive position. Mrs. Vincent noted that there were no changes to debt service or fund balances, they
will be adjusted at the end of the year based on performance.
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Mrs. Vincent stated that the Payroll projections and the FICA Medicare budget are tight. She is
projecting that the district will overspend the budget for Retirement. She noted that PSERS has made a
change in their procedure for identifying and billing for qualifying service not previously submitted. Mrs.
Vincent explained that until an employee hits their 80th day or 500th hour, districts are not required to
submit PSERs contributions. Once the qualifying time has been met, PSERs now back bills districts for the
initial time not submitted. Mrs. Vincent gave the example of a per diem substitute that hasn’t worked 80
days. No PSERs contribution has been made because that employee has not hit the qualifying reportable
amount. The process used to be that once the substitute hit the 80th day, PSERs contributions would be
submitted for the 81st day going forward. PSERs new process now bills for contributions for days 1‐80 as
well. Previously, PSERs did not back bill for those initial hours. PSERs is also going back several years and
looking at any employee that had unqualified time that could be billed to districts. For this year, the cost
to our district has been about $200,000. Mr. Schloeffel asked if there were a change in law that
prompted the new process. Mrs. Vincent noted that PSERs just made a change in their approach. PSERs
is also reviewing the last ten years looking for similar instances. The change in PSERs approach has made
a definite hit to the Retirement budget.
Mrs. Vincent reviewed the health care costs for the district. Claims for district employees are falling
below the $25,000 threshold, which means the district is self‐funding those claims. Because of that
situation, the fixed premium the district is paying for claims greater than $25,000 is just an expense.
That fixed premium has been reduced for next year by about twenty percent. Mr. Schloeffel asked how
much savings that twenty percent would be for the district. Mr. Matyas stated that it would be
approximately $2 million. He noted that it would be a shift, instead of putting $2 million towards the
premium for claims over $25,000 the money would be applied to the claims the district is self‐funding.
Mr. Faulkner asked if there had been any increase in catastrophic claims this year. Mrs. Vincent stated
that there had been no increase in catastrophic claims, and the district is paying a premium even though
our claims are not hitting that threshold. There has been an increase in claims under $25,000 which the
district is responsible for funding. Mr. Faulkner asked if there were any correlation between Worker’s
Compensation and the increase in claims. Mrs. Vincent replied that they were separate, however
Worker’s Compensation claims had also increased this year. Mrs. Darcy noted that while this year costs
were higher, last year costs were lower than expected. The district must do their best to estimate for
future years. Mrs. Vincent stated that the budget for the 2017‐2018 has not significantly increased from
what the 2016‐2017 costs will be, which is in line with what AON has said we should expect. AON is
expecting that district costs will be about $27 million. Contributions from employee premiums help
offset health costs. The district receives about $5.1 million from COBRA payments and employee
contributions.
Mr. Faulkner asked if the Worker’s Compensation claims had been reviewed to ensure there was
nothing unusual occurring. Mrs. Vincent noted that Human Resources monitors the situation on a claim
by claim basis. Mr. Matyas stated that there had been several issues related to injuries to employees
working with special needs students. There was a normal amount of “slip, trip and fall” injuries, but the
increase in claims is primarily due to injuries involved in student care.
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Mr. Schloeffel asked what the anticipated end of the year balance would be. Mrs. Vincent noted that
currently it is projected to be a negative balance of $1.7 million. May claims were just received, and if
June claims show the same trend the negative balance for healthcare could reach $2 million. The budget
for 2017‐2018 is $22 million. Mr. Matyas stated that there was an effort made not to overcorrect due to
the higher costs for 2016‐2017. Mr. Schloeffel questioned how often other healthcare options are
reviewed. Mr. Matyas noted that two other options are currently being evaluated. There is potential to
join another consortium, as well as the option to return to a self‐funded healthcare. The district is
committed to the current consortium through March of 2018, no changes could be made before that
time. If the district decided to leave the consortium, there would be about a six‐month transition period
where some payments would still need to be made to the consortium. Simultaneously, a new plan
would be put in place. Mr. Matyas indicated that the district is looking at the viability of all options. The
belief is that the current consortium moved too quickly trying to standardize premiums between
districts with varying healthcare category levels. The standardization could negatively impact CB
employees due to the change in costs incurred by increasing category levels. Mrs. Darcy mentioned that
MBIT shares the same concerns. Mr. Schloeffel inquired whether there was any consideration given to
incentivizing employees to move to a spouse’s plan rather than a CB plan. Mr. Matyas noted that had
been done in the past, but it is not done currently. Mr. Schloeffel would like to encourage the district to
look at that possibility. Mr. Faulkner recalled that it did not make a significant impact in the past. Mrs.
Vincent concurred that there was minimal use of the “opt out” incentive plan. Mrs. Collopy noted that
healthcare coverage and cost offered at CB is better than most, so employees will most likely choose our
coverage. Mrs. Vincent also noted that many of the “opt out” employees were for spouses that worked
for the district, which had no effect on district costs. Mrs. Darcy discussed the option to provide a
minimized plan at a lower cost to employees. That option would also lower district costs. Mr. Matyas
stated that there are currently three health insurance plans with the consortium, and movement is
being made to include a fourth. More details regarding that option will be provided at a consortium
meeting next week. Mr. Matyas did not know whether the fourth plan would be a more cost‐conscious
option. Mr. Schloeffel inquired whether a consultant was being used to review the complexities of the
health care plans. Mr. Matyas noted that previously AON had been used. An RFP was sent out, and a
new company will be providing advisory services. District Solicitor Fred D’Angelo is also the consortium
solicitor. Mr. D’Angelo has the unique credentials to provide that service and act in an advisory capacity.
Mr. Matyas also noted that while the district currently offers three healthcare plans, there is not much
difference between them. Mr. Schloeffel indicated that a less costly plan would have appeal to those
employees recently graduated from college with no need for family coverage. He asked if the district
had any leverage to encourage the consortium to offer a less costly plan. Mr. Matyas indicated that due
to our size, the district does have some leverage. The consortium does recognize CB has concerns and
that some changes need to be made. Mr. Matyas is encouraged that the fourth plan is being proposed
by the consortium at this time. Mr. Faulkner asked what percentage of the consortium are Central Bucks
employees. Mr. Matyas noted that it was approximately 15 – 20 percent.
Mrs. Vincent reviewed the breakdown of local revenue categories. She noted that there was not as
much collection of delinquents, but our current collection rates are running higher which would explain
the lower delinquents collection. Interim taxes will be close to projection. Transfer taxes have slowed.
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Real Estate tax and earned income have followed expected trends. The 2017‐2018 budget percent
increase was noted. Mrs. Vincent noted the district should be in line with most of the collections. She
indicated that transfer taxes would need to be monitored because they may continue to slow. Mr.
Faulkner asked why transfer taxes were slowing. Mrs. Vincent noted the volume and size of transaction
have decreased. The high transfer taxes collected last year were due to the properties like Walmart that
settled along the 611 corridor. Those types of transactions are not occurring this year. Mr. Matyas also
noted that housing starts are down in the area. Mr. Faulkner remarked that while building was taking
place in many different locations, the size and scope are not like years past.
Mrs. Vincent presented a Line Item Review of 600 – 900 Objects. She noted that Line Item Objects have
been covered through the 500s. Topics discussed included:










Line Item 610: general classroom supplies 2017‐2017 projections are running close. The 2017‐
2018 budget is down somewhat, Mrs. Vincent noted that it is hoped that administrators
budgeted accurately for what would be needed in the coming school year. Mrs. Darcy asked if it
was a reflection of the zero‐based budgeting, Mrs. Vincent indicated that it was.
Line Item 627 are costs associated with field trips coded to the diesel fuel line. Field trip costs
must not appear in the transportation budget, so Line Item 627 is used. Mr. Schloeffel asked if
$62,000 is the projected cost for fuel for the field trips. Mr. Matyas indicated the amount is for
field trip expenses which, for lack of a better account, are applied to the fuel line. Field trip and
sport trip expenses cannot be charged to the Transportation Cost Center because the state does
not reimburse those costs. Mr. Schloeffel asked if the items applied to the 2016‐2017 budget
line will match items applied in 2017‐2018. Mrs. Vincent noted that it becomes complicated
because parent organizations often contribute to the cost of the field trips. A credit temporarily
sits in the building budget due to that contribution, and the buildings could be under the
impression they do not have to budget for field trips. At the end of the year the credit needs to
be recognized as revenue. Mrs. Vincent believes in this zero‐based budget year the line item will
be light and money will need to be transferred on that line out of our transportation budget.
Line Item 611: Mrs. Collopy asked about the revenue the district should receive for student
supply items, specifically gym uniforms. Mrs. Vincent noted that there will be revenue received
and applied for those items.
The line item for books and periodicals will vary from year to year depending on what textbooks
are being renewed. Dr. Bolton has a schedule of projected textbook purchases for the next five
years, and that schedule is reviewed for budgeting purposes.
Natural gas costs could be adjusted down. The district purchase price is only locked in through
October. Mr. Matyas noted that there is some instability in natural gas pricing and consultants
are advising to only purchase natural gas two or three months at a time. Mrs. Darcy asked if
diesel fuel pricing is locked in. Mr. Matyas noted that gas is used for heating, while diesel is our
primary vehicle fuel. Diesel pricing is locked. The district is also locked on electric pricing for
seven years.
The 2017‐2018 budget number is down for Athletics. Prior year trends indicate that the 2017‐
2018 budget number is in line with expected costs. The 2016‐2017 budget was larger due to the
supplies purchased for the addition of ninth grade sports to the 2017‐2018 school year. Mr.
Schloeffel inquired whether the postings for the new coaching positions had been done. Dr.
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Davidheiser indicated that Danielle Turner was currently putting that information together and
the positions should be posted any day.
PDE has made a change to the chart of accounts. Through this year Human Resource
Department costs were being coded to a 2340 function. That type of staff services will now be
captured in the 2800 function. The 2017‐2018 budget numbers will shift due to the move of the
HR Budget into the 2830 function area. Mr. Matyas noted that it is sometimes hard to see
consistency between expense lines due to this type of movement dictated by the state.
Mr. Schloeffel asked for clarification of the 1400 line items: other instructional items. Mrs.
Vincent noted that it includes items such as homebound instruction materials and ESL learning
materials.
Equipment is categorized as “New and Additional” or “Replacement”. “New and Additional”
equipment is coded as 750 and 752. Equipment coded to 752 meets the capitalization $10,000
threshold and automatically flows into our fixed assets. These items are set up to be capitalized
and depreciated. A budget transfer will be needed in this category due to some GaGa pits
purchased. While the district did receive funding to pay for the purchase, the expense must still
be shown.

Mr. Schloeffel thanked Mrs. Vincent for her thorough presentation.
Forbes Assessment Appeal – The committee reviewed a recommendation to approve a real estate
assessment reduction for tax parcel number 9‐4‐83‐25 in Doylestown Township by $12,132.87. The
assessment reduction is recommended due to the county including personal property (furniture)
purchased with the home as a part of the house value. This assessment reduction will reduce future tax
collections on the property by $1,505.69 per year at the current millage rate. The committee directed
administration to place the item on the school board agenda for consideration.
Proposed Warwick Cafeteria Serving Line Renovations – the district has been experiencing food service
equipment issues at Warwick Elementary over the past school year.




Equipment is not keeping food at the proper temperature
Increasing equipment breakdowns
Lunch items can be difficult for younger students to reach

The lunch line was last renovated in the late 1980’s. The goal is to improve the speed that students can
be served, increase the amount of fruits and vegetables that can be offered to students, and create a
lunch line with mobile equipment that can be easily supplemented if enrollment continues to grow in
the area. The new serving line and associated equipment will also provide more reliable service and
efficiency to the food service staff. Total cost is estimated to be $90,000 to $100,000. Mrs. Darcy asked
if the cost will come from the Food Service Account Fund 5, Mr. Matyas confirmed that was the case.
Mrs. Darcy requested verification that this type of project qualified for use of that fund. Mr. Matyas
noted that equipment repair, general maintenance and replacement of cafeteria tables are examples of
what is paid for from Food Service Funds. District capital expenses are written off through that fund. The
fund is, for the most part, self‐supporting. Mr. Rodemer indicated that a completion date for the work
depended on when the equipment can be provided by the manufacturer. This expense does not require
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Board approval for trades because most of the work will be done in house. Mr. Matyas indicated that
the purchase of equipment will be through state contract and normal purchasing procedures.
ADJOURNMENT

Mrs. Darcy asked if a July meeting will be scheduled. Mr. Matyas indicated that the weekend packet may
be sufficient unless a major item comes to light. Mrs. Vincent noted that there may be some budget
transfers requiring review, but they could be done via email or the weekend packet. Mr. Schloeffel
stated that he would be interested in meeting regarding the professional contracts. Mr. Matyas noted
that the first phase in dealing with the contracts is sending a blast email district wide to gather
information. Mr. Schloeffel asked if those contracts should be housed in a central location. Mrs. Vincent
indicated that Purchasing is working on getting that done. The Chart of Accounts defines professional
contracts as legal contracts, educational vendor service contracts, etc. Property service contracts are in a
different category. Mrs. Vincent asked if the committee’s interest was in looking at all the contracts or
just professional contracts. Mr. Schloeffel indicated the board was interested in every contract the
district is involved in. Mrs. Darcy noted that the committee is interested in saving money on ancillary
services rather than services directly affecting classrooms or students. Mr. Matyas indicated that the
financial software has the ability to scan the contracts and establish a central file. Auditors could utilize
that file for reviewing contracts. Mr. Schloeffel indicated that this may be a good time to initiate the
process of gathering the contracts from across the district. Mrs. Vincent noted a Vendor Detail list would
be generated to identify purchases made via contract. The budget manager would then be responsible
for providing the business office with the backup material for the contract. Mr. Schloeffel indicated that
the process would probably not be ready for a July meeting. Per Mr. Matyas the expectation is for the
first round of vendor contract information to be made available to the Board in August, starting with the
300 objects, which covers Professional Services. The next steps will be to address transactions within
other object expenditure categories, such as the Property Service area in the 400 objects, Other
Purchased Services in the 500 objects and Purchased Supplies in the 600 objects, which will cover all
applicable object expenditure categories. A determination will be made at a later date regarding a July
meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:05 p.m.

Minutes submitted by Dave Matyas, Business Administrator and Administrative Liaison to the Finance
Committee.
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Susan Vincent, Director of Finance
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Chairperson
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Pages 1 - 5
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b. 2016-17 Line Item Review – 600 through 900 Objects
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Susan Vincent

Pages 21- 41
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Susan Vincent

Dave Matyas

Dave Matyas

Pages 6 - 14
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Chairperson

End Time

6) Next Meeting Date:
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Pages 21 – 32
Pages 33 - 37
Page 38
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Pages 40
Page 41
Pages xx –

Other Funds Report
Payroll Expense Projections
Benefit Expense Projections
Tax Collection Projections
LOGIC Report on Banking

*

This item(s) may be on the public board agenda for action.

~ This item(s) may require an executive session.
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CENTRAL BUCKS SCHOOL DISTRICT
Finance Committee Minutes
May 17, 2017
Committee Members Present

Other Board Members and Administrators Present

Glenn Schloeffel, Chairperson
Beth Darcy, Member
Paul Faulkner, Member
Jerel Wohl, Member
Dave Matyas, Business Administrator
Susan Vincent, Director of Finance

Sharon Collopy
John Gamble
Karen Smith
Mr. Kopicki, Superintendent
Dr. Bolton Assistant Elementary Superintendent

Juliet Meehan, Purchasing Manager
Committee Members Absent
Paul Faulkner, Member
Jerel Wohl, Member
The Finance Committee meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m. by Glenn Schloeffel, Chairperson
PUBLIC COMMENT
One member of the press and two members of the public were present. There was no
public comment.
Review of Minutes
The minutes from April 19th, 2017 were accepted
INFORMATION/ DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEMS
Review of Financial Information Items - The finance information reports were reviewed,
beginning with the treasurer’s report and investment report. When reviewing the capital reserve
accounts, it was noted that some encumbrances for the short-term capital account were entered for
the 2017-18 fiscal year causing it to project a negative balance. However, cash flow on the projects
will not be significant until the summer months which will be into the next fiscal year and match up
with new funding streams. Construction projects usually cross over fiscal years with the design
work happening during one year and the actual construction occurring after July 1 of the new fiscal
year.
The committee had a question on the Summary of Capital Reserve Account report: Annex Freezer
Project – what was the $9,600 expense for? Post meeting research indicates the expenses were for
architectural design and electrical design services.
The expense line item budget for the 500 level of account objects were reviewed. Questions from
the review process were:
Why did the Fire Insurance expense line increase from $370,000 to $534,400? Post meeting
research indicates this was an entry error; the amount picked up was the total package amount,
which needed to be split into other insurance object codes, some of which were included and some
not. Overall the liability insurance budgeted amount did decrease by about $90,000 compared to the
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2016-17 budget. This decrease was applied to a couple of Charter School and Tuition budget lines
that looked low based upon current year expense trends.
What accounts for the differential in the following account areas 2200-538, 2200-580 and 2800-538
and 2800-580? Post meeting research indicates these accounts all fall under the same budget cost
center responsibility and the change in amounts is mostly due to a change in the function where the
funds were budgeted. The bottom line between the four accounts is a total budget increase of about
$13,700, applicable to travel/conference expenses.
• The 2200-538 account decreased by $150,581 and the 2800-538 account increased by
$150,026.
• The 2200-580 account increased by $25,700 and the 2800-580 account decreased by
$12,000, giving a net increase of $13,700.
Budget and Staffing Proposal Update – A summary level review provided a snapshot of where
revenues and expenses are projected to be as of May 17th for the 2017-18 budget year. During the
April budget review revenues fell below expenses by approximately $1.4M due to the inclusion of
several proposed new positions and updated expense projections on health care. The May update
shows expenses exceeding revenues by approximately $1.2M with a revision to requested new
positions, projections for position reductions at the elementary level due to enrollment declines, and
adjustments to projected health care expenses. From April to May, the bottom line expense budget
was reduced by about $50,000.
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Sample Act 1 Final Budget resolutions were reviewed as the Board will be asked to vote to adopt the
resolutions at the June 14th Board meeting. The committee recommended a budget presentation to
the full Board.
Proposal for use of the Projected 2016-17 Revenue Surplus – Administration anticipates a
positive budget balance of approximately $6M at the end of the current fiscal year meaning revenues
will exceed expenses. It is recommended that administration move the anticipated positive general
fund balance to the capital accounts to pay for future infrastructure expenses.
$ 150,000 to Short term Capital for turf maintenance equipment.
$5,450,000 to Technology Capital (for computers, servers, and switches)
$ 400,000 to Transportation Capital (for future bus purchases)
$6,000,000
total transfer amount
The committee had some concerns with the proposed transfer for technology asking if a transfer may
lock the Board into a decision to approve a one-to-one computer program in the future. A one-toone program provides each student with a computer to use at school and then take the computer
home at night. The budget transfer process does not limit the school board’s decision making
options in the future. A budget transfer is not a permanent transaction. The Board can act to move
the funds to another district account at any time. The committee recommended this item be placed
on the Board agenda for consideration.

Assessment Appeal of The Bucks Club 2600 York Road - Owners of the Bucks Club, 2600 York
Road in Jamison have appealed their real estate assessment value with the Bucks County Assessor’s
Office. The school district had its appraiser review the proposed property value in relationship to
other comparable properties. The appraiser feels the proposed numbers are appropriate. The
settlement for 2016 indicates the school district will refund $15,730.92 to L & W Part, LP. For 2017
and each year thereafter, the real estate tax bill will be reduced by $16,165.27 at the current millage
rate of 124.1 mills.
Warwick Township and the County of Bucks must also approve the agreement. The committee
recommended this item be placed on the Board agenda for consideration.
GASB 45 Post Employment Benefits Actuarial Services Contract – The committee reviewed a proposed
contract for GASB 45 actuarial services as required by the yearly audit. The contract would cover review of
the 2016-17 and 2017-18 school years. Jefferson Solutions will perform an independent GASB 45 calculation
for post-employment benefit liabilities. This is a two-year contract for a total amount of $3,946. The previous
contractor was charging $13,000. The committee recommended this item be placed on the Board

agenda for consideration.
School Bus Bid Results – CBSD tries to maintain school buses for a period of about 12 years. Over
a 12-year cycle, most of the district's bus fleet will be replaced. The transportation department must
also provide multiple buses to carry sports teams and field trips every day very often at the same
time that buses are taking students home for the day. The schools generate close to 4,000
field/sports trips every year many of which require multiple buses. With the proposed changes to
middle school sports and the proposed middle school schedule change, administration anticipates the
need for more bus coverage at the end of the school day.
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Recommend the purchase of 14 77–passenger school buses from Rohrer Bus Sales as the lowest
responsible bidder at a price of $1,133,690 with each bus to include underneath storage for sports
and music equipment and a spare wheel. Two of the older 77 passenger buses will be traded in to
help lower the total cost.
Recommend the purchase of 1 48–passenger school bus with wheelchair lift from Wolfington Body
Company as the lowest responsible bidder at a price of $97,161. This will replace an older special
needs bus. The plan is to retain the older 48 passenger and take over a current First Student special
needs bus route as a CBSD bus route.
Recommend the purchase of 2 30–passenger school buses with wheelchair lift from Wolfington
Body Company as the lowest responsible bidder at a price of $179,446. This will replace two older
special needs buses which will be traded in.
Recommend the purchase of 2 24–passenger school buses from Wolfington Body Company as the
lowest responsible bidder at a price of $110,930. The plan is to trade in one 24 passenger bus, and
retain one 24 passenger bus to take over a current First Student special needs bus route as a CBSD
bus route.
Recommend the purchase of 2 9–passenger school vans from Wolfington Body Company as the
lowest responsible bidder at a price of $78,744. These vans will be used for transporting our
increasing population of homeless/foster students as well as provide another vehicle for our special
needs work based learning program.
The total of all proposed transportation vehicle purchases is $1,599,971.
The committee had some concerns about the number of 77 passenger buses proposed and asked if a
special bus was to be used to transport Lenape Middle School 9th grade athletes to West High School
for sports. A special bus was planned for Lenape. The committee directed administration to
evaluate 77 passenger bus needs to see if any reductions could be made. The committee
recommended this item be placed on the Board agenda for consideration. Post meeting note: two
77-passenger buses were eliminated from the proposed purchase.
Policy 808 Food Service – The Pennsylvania School Boards Association provided an update to the
existing food service policy to address changing federal requirements. The updated policy
specifically provides clarity of the differences in the type of meals provided (alternate meals) if a
student has a negative account balance. Central Bucks SD provides the same meal to students
whether they have a positive or negative lunch account balance. The policy update also provides
administrative guidelines (series of questions and answers) that are to be incorporated into the
policy. The guidelines will help parents better understand the policy by giving further explanation of
the differences a school district may have between regular meals and alternative meals, as well as
explaining a yearly communication requirement.
The school district is currently meeting all aspects of the new policy except for the yearly
communication of the new policy contents to all parents. The committee recommended this policy
be placed on the Board agenda for first read.
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ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 7:35p.m.
Minutes submitted by Dave Matyas, Business Administrator and Administrative Liaison to the
Finance Committee.
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Forbes Assessment Appeal
Tax Parcel Number 9-4-83-25
Doylestown Township
4 Greenway Drive
When the county set the assessed value of the house it incorrectly included $109, 305.15 in furnishings as a
part of the home price. Furnishing are considered personal property not real property and should not be
included in the assessment valuation.
The recommendation is to support the Forbes appeal which will reduce the assessed value by 12,132.87 and
reduce their CBSD real estate taxes by $1,505.69 per year at 124.1 mills.

Personal
Property
$ 109,305.15

x
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Bucks
Common
level Ratio
0.111

=

Yearly
Assessment
Reduction
12,132.87

Millage
Rate
x
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0.1241

Reduction
in Taxes
=

$1,505.69
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Item
Open Air Cooler
Hot Food Counter
Cashier Stand
Cashier Stand
Cold Food Counter
Solid Top Counter
Solid Top Counter

Combi Oven
Warming Cabinet
Single Door Refrigerator

Cost
$4,300.00
$8,900.00
$3,090.00
$3,090.00
$4,777.00
$2,955.00
$2,955.00

$58,814.25
$3,230.60
$2,640.40

Notes
Individual Items

Will Allow larger Produce Selection

Steamer and Oven Need replacement
Not holding temperature- Replacement
Not holding temperature - Replacement

Removal of Equipment
Installation of Equipment
Paint Kitchen
Engineering Cost
Total
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Federal LPRSS3 36" Horizontal Open Air Cooler w/ (3) Levels, Black,
120v- $4,300

Dinex DXDHF4HIB Dinexpress Hot Food Counter-4 Well With Heat-InBase 63" L X 30" D X 36" H - Stainless Steel- $8,900
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Dinex DXDCS Dinexpress Cashier Stand Without Drawer 30"L X 30"D Stainless Steel-$3,090
Central Model#: 313-079 Brand: Dinex Mfg Part#: DXDCS- $

Dinex DXDCF5 Dinexpress Cold Food Counter-5 Well W/ 5" Deep Wells 77"L
X 30"D - Stainless Steel- $4,777
Central Model#: 313-071 Brand: Dinex Mfg Part#: DXDCF5
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$2,955
Dinex DXDST5 Dinexpress Solid Top Counter 77"L X 30"D - Stainless Steel
Central Model#: 313-147 Brand: Dinex Mfg Part#: DXDST5

Blodgett BCX14GDBL Combi Oven, Gas

Free Shipping
Blodgett
Mfg Model #:BCX14GDBL
Central Model #:230-091

Starting at: $58814.25 E
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Free Shipping
True
Mfg Model #:TH-23
Central Model #:675-224

Starting at: $3230.60 EA

Warming Box

True T-23 Reach-In Refrigerator One Door, 23 Cu. Ft.

Free Shipping
True
Mfg Model #:T-23-HC
Central Model #:675-001

Starting at: $2640.40 EA
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